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Motivation
This chapter lists the interim progress for our game “The Exit Pages”. As described
in earlier chapters, our aim is to create an asymmetrical cooperative multiplayer
game in which two players are trying to find their way out of a dungeon of multiple
puzzles.

Task Progress
Room Randomization

The room randomization consists of two algorithms. The first algorithm randomizes
the subset of rooms available in a particular play of the game (see Design
Revisions), as well as the order in which these rooms will be displayed. Upon the
selection of a particular room, the algorithm will then handoff to the secondary
piece of the randomization. The algorithm may also be used to manage the game
flow across rooms, including the trigger of the start and end conditions (both
victory and defeat). This algorithm has been implemented in its preliminary form,
and will be tested and modified accordingly once the other pieces of the game are
in place.

The room contents will be randomized by a second algorithm, the implementation
of which is currently in progress. This method will first decide on a particular room
configuration for the selected room number, based on the selection of a puzzle
solution for that room. Based on the puzzle solution selected, a room blueprint with
pre-existing assets pertaining to that particular configuration will be loaded.
Following this, the existing contents of the room will be slightly randomized on the
basis of their position and other adjustable attributes. This will be done in order to
make the room depicted differ slightly from the page depiction of the room.
Following this, random assets will be added to the room. This process however will
also take into account a list of forbidden objects for each room, in order to make
sure that random objects that may interfere with a particular room being solved will
not be added. These steps are done in order to create greater overlap between the
rooms and make the identification process more challenging.

Interactions and Puzzles

We expect to use a variety of puzzles across our rooms. At a fundamental level, the
identification of the correct rooms from the pages available serves as the first layer
of the puzzle. This layer consists mostly of pattern recognition and process of
elimination across the pages, based on objects present or visibly absent in each
room, as well as attributes such as their position, orientation and other properties.
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For instance, one of the puzzles currently employed uses the day of the week from
a calendar in the room to determine the correct exit path from the room.

Once the players have narrowed down the correct room, the second layer of puzzles
are used to allow the player to proceed further to the next room. We plan to use a
variety of logical puzzle modules for this layer. At present, our puzzles include an
exit switch condition based on the binary representation of the position of paintings
in a room, as well as the logical arrangement of a set of objects (lockers and desks)
in the room based on the qualitative instructions provided in the pages. We plan to
expand on the list of puzzles further for the other rooms, utilizing ciphers, switches,
buttons and keypads, among others, to determine the exit codes for the rooms.

Level Design

Currently, we have two fully designed rooms and are working on more of them. We
already have extensive lists for puzzle components and objects and are working on
setting them together in rooms that are thought-through and feel consistent in their
design. Our level design documentation also features a clear distinction between
content in the room and text-based information on the pages, including already
defined phrases. Furthermore, we leave spaces and freedom in our rooms’
architecture that will later be occupied by randomly selected objects and furniture.
This additional randomization will make the identification of rooms during later
playthroughs more interesting. However, we include certain constraints that prevent
puzzle solutions from being impaired by the spawning of objects too similar to
components of the room’s own puzzle. In practice, this could mean that in a room
where telephones play an important role the algorithm does not spawn additional
telephones, yet these telephone objects can be found in other rooms now as well.
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Challenges
We have encountered a couple of challenges thus far and plan to tackle them
accordingly.
Firstly, it is harder to accurately simulate a player’s experience and thought process
in a puzzle game, when the design team is already aware of the solution. The
design playtesters may implicitly make some assumptions in the solving process
that a player with a fresh perspective may not necessarily make. This can also lead
to gaps in the puzzle design if sufficient information is not included. In order to
address this challenge, one of the methods we are adopting includes splitting the
room design across all team members. Designers not involved with the design of a
particular room can then provide a preliminary playtest of the room from an
unbiased perspective. By cross referencing each room across the design team
members, we can perform a basic simulation of each room. The more detailed
player experiences will be gained from the official playtesting phase.

A second challenge with our gameplay revolved around the potential of the game to
become easier over time, rather than more challenging as puzzle games are
typically expected to be. This could occur as a result of the diminishing number of
pages remaining in the game towards the end, which would make identification of
the latter rooms relatively elementary. Our approach to address this has been
discussed in the Design Revisions section.

Design Revisions
A key design revision we have made over the course of the interim development is
to use only a subset of all the pages and rooms in each play of the game. This is in
contrast to the original plan, which would have included all 8 rooms in each
playthrough. As discussed in the challenges section, the issue with that approach
would be that the game would tend to get easier as the players progressed through
the rooms, since there would be fewer and fewer remaining pages from which to
choose. This is in stark contrast to puzzle games which typically tend to get more
challenging over time in order to keep the players engaged. In order to address this
challenge, we have decided to use only a subset of pages (4-5) per play of the
game, so that even the last room in the game would have multiple remaining pages
to choose from. As a secondary benefit to this approach, we also believe that
revealing fewer rooms per game would also enhance the replayability of the game,
since players could always come back for more unseen content in future plays.
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Progress in Pictures

The first room in Unreal Engine, work in progress.

A sketch showing the
interior of our second
room.


